Abstract – As power systems grow both in size and complexity, it becomes common to use long and heavily two terminal lines as well as multi terminal and tapped lines. This in turn has created difficult problems for their protection such as distance relay under-reach and over-reach, effect of load current, high resistance faults and pilot wire limitations. Recent developments in digital differential protection have been aimed at overcoming these limitations. In this paper a novel PIC 16F88 microcontroller based transmission line differential protection is proposed. The operation of newly microcontroller based differential protection scheme is verified through simulation studies using Proteus software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pilot relaying schemes are used for the protection of transmission line sections. In these schemes some electrical quantities at the two ends of the transmission line are compared and hence they require some sort of interconnecting channel over which information can be transmitted from one end to the other. Such an interconnecting channel is called a pilot. Three different types of such channels are presently in use, namely wire pilot, carrier-current pilot and microwave pilot. A wire pilot maybe buried private cables or alternatively rented telephone lines. A carrier-current pilot is one in which a low voltage high frequency signal (50kHz-700kHz) is used to transmit information from one end of the line to the other. In this scheme, the pilot signal is coupled directly to the same high voltage line which is to be protected. This type of pilot is also called a power line carrier. A microwave pilot is a radio channel of very high frequency, 450 to 10,000 MHz [1]. Wire pilot schemes are usually economical for distances up to 30 km. Carrier-current schemes are more economical for longer distances.

When the number of services requiring pilot channels exceeds the technical or economical capabilities of carrier-current pilot, the microwave pilot is employed. A distance range up to 150 km is possible in a flat country. The microwave link may operate up to 100 km without repeater station. The system is applicable only where there is a clear line of sight between stations. The power requirement for signal transmission is less than a watt because highly directive antennas are employed [1].

The simplest and most frequently applied form of differential protection is shown in Fig. 1. The current transformers (CTs) at the extremities of the differential protection zone are connected in series on the secondary side so that the currents circulate through the CTs during an external fault (Fig. 1(a)) and no current flows through the differential measuring branch where the differential relay is situated. In the event of an internal fault (Fig. 1(b)) the fault currents flow towards the fault location so that the secondary currents add up and flow via the differential branch. The differential relay picks up and initiates tripping [2].

For line differential protection, the CTs at the two terminals of the protected line are far apart. In this case the connection circuit according to Fig. 2 is used (three core pilot differential protection). Three pilot wire cores are required for the connection between the two stations which typically are provided as a twisted triplet via a communication cable. Current differential relays are connected at both terminals in the differential core which in the event of an internal fault trip the circuit breakers in their respective stations [2].

To further reduce the number of pilot wire cores required, the interposing current transformers (CTs) are also summation transformers, whereby the phase currents are combined to a single summated current as shown in Fig. 3 [2]. Wire pilot protection includes the following schemes [1]:

a) Circulating current scheme
b) Balanced voltage scheme
c) Transley scheme (AEI)
d) Transley S protection
e) Half-wave comparison scheme

In general pilot wire based protection schemes are limited for the length below typically 30 km and they
cannot be applied satisfactorily in many transmission circuits. The most widely used scheme for protection of EHV and UHV power lines is the carrier current protection which includes the following schemes [1]:

- Phase comparison carrier current protection
- Carrier aided distance protection
  - Carrier transfer scheme
  - Under-reaching scheme
  - Permissive under-reach scheme
  - Permissive over-reach scheme
- Carrier acceleration scheme
- Carrier blocking scheme

Optical fiber channels are used widely in recent years. Optical fibers are fine strands of glass. They behave as waveguides for light. As they are capable of transmitting light over considerable distance, they can be used to provide an optical communication link with enormous information carrying capacity. Optical fibers are embedded within the cable conductors, either earth or phase conductor. Optical fiber communication plays an important role in protection signaling nowadays [3-6]. Recent development in digital differential protection schemes have been aimed at overcoming the traditional scheme limitations. In this paper a novel PIC 16F88 microcontroller based transmission line differential protection is proposed. The operation of newly microcontroller based differential protection scheme is verified through simulation studies using Proteus software.

**II. CASE STUDY**

As power systems grow both in size and complexity, it becomes common to use long and heavily two terminal lines as well as multi terminal and tapped lines. This in turn has created difficult problems for their protection such problems include:

- Distance relay under-reach
- Distance relay over-reach
- Effect of load current
- High resistance faults
- Pilot wire limitations

Recent development in digital differential protection schemes have been aimed at overcoming the traditional scheme limitations. The scheme can be effectively used in this manner is the current based digital differential protection scheme. The basic principle of line current differential protection used for two and multi lines is essentially the same as the percentage differential protection [7]. Consider the three-terminal line shown in Fig. 4. An instantaneous differential current signal D(t) is typically formed using the instantaneous currents at three ends such that:

\[
D(t) = i_x(t) + i_y(t) + i_z(t) \quad (1)
\]

Where \(i_x(t)\), \(i_y(t)\) and \(i_z(t)\) are the instantaneous currents measured at ends X, Y and Z, respectively. Under healthy conditions, ideally, the magnitude of the differential quantity D(t) should be zero. In practice, it has a small value both under normal operating conditions and external faults, due to line charging current and other errors such as a mismatch of current transformers. However, once an internal fault occurs, the differential quantity D(t) approximates to the fault current \(i_f(t)\), i.e. the current flowing out of the fault point. Therefore we have:

\[
\begin{cases}
D(t) = 0 \text{ (Under normal and external fault conditions)} \\
D(t) = i_f(t) \text{ (Under internal fault conditions)}
\end{cases}
\]

The relay configuration to protect a three terminal feeder is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, two devices must be applied at each terminal, whereby the outside core of each relay pilot wire triplet is looped through the corresponding second relay at each terminal. Thereby the current from each of the three line terminals is available in each device for numerical computation of the stabilizing and tripping current and we have:

**Fig. 3. Three pilot wire core differential protection [2]**

**Fig. 4. Three terminal line configuration**

**Fig. 5. Three terminal protection with three pilot wire core differential protection scheme [2]**
are the current vector signals at line differential current cables in the three ended system is shown in Fig. 6, and I links can be converted to analog signals program. The output (AN0) of PIC, If M is greater than M MICROCONTROLLER 1, the signals are converted to digital signals using analog to fiber optic converter and transmitted through fiber optic channels. At the receiver ends the fiber optic signals are converted to analog signals using fiber optic to coaxial converter. The received analog signals are added with together using an operational amplifier signals adding circuit. The output signal of adder is rectified and fed to the A/D converter pin (AN0) of PIC 16F88 microcontroller. The microcontroller reads the instantaneous magnitude of the received signal via the A/D converter pin (AN0) then this value is stored in the memory. The stored value which is equal to M is compared with the predetermined value of M1 which remains stored in the memory. M1 is a small value both under normal operating conditions and external faults, due to line charging current and other errors such as a mismatch of current transformers. If M is greater than M1 the tripping signal is sent instantaneously through RB7 pin of the microcontroller. If M is less than M1, the microcontroller goes back to the starting point, starts reading the input signal via the A/D converter pin (AN0) and again proceeds according the program. The output digital signal of RB7 pin is converted to optical fiber signal using a digital fiber optic link and the trip signals are transmitted via optical fiber channel to the three terminal system relays. The received signals at relay locations are converted to digital signals using digital fiber optical to digital coaxial converter then the output digital signals are fed to drivers to excite the trip circuit of respective circuit breakers. The program flowchart of the microcontroller is shown in Fig. 8.

The tripping signals from the two devices at each terminal are connected in parallel [2]. The use of optical fiber cables in the three ended system is shown in Fig. 6, where the relays at each line end are digital/numerical relays interconnected by optical fiber links can be dedicated to the protection system or multiplexed in which case multiplexing equipment will be used to terminate the fibers. If Ia, Ib and Ic are the current vector signals at line ends A, B and C then for a healthy circuit we have:

\[
I_a + I_b + I_c = 0
\]

The basic principles of operation of the system are that each relay measures its local three phase currents and sends its values to the other relays. Each relay then calculates, for each phase, a resultant differential current and also a bias current, which is used to restrain the relay in the manner conventional for biased differential unit protection. The bias feature is necessary in this scheme because it is designed to operate from conventional current transformers (CTs) that are subject to transient transformation errors.

\[
I_{e_x} = |I_1| + |I_2| + |I_3|
\]

\[
I_{o_p} = |I_1 + I_2 + I_3|
\]

III. PROPOSED MICROCONTROLLER BASED DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION

The block diagram of the interface for realization of the proposed PIC 16F88 microcontroller based differential relay in a three terminal system is shown in Fig. 7. The current signals are fed through summation current transformers (CTs), then they are converted to fiber optic signals using analog to fiber optic converter and transmitted through fiber optic channels. At the receiver ends the fiber optic signals are converted to analog signals using fiber optic to coaxial converter. The received analog signals are added with together using an operational amplifier signals adding circuit. The output signal of adder is rectified and fed to the A/D converter pin (AN0) of PIC 16F88 microcontroller. The microcontroller reads the instantaneous magnitude of the received signal via the A/D converter pin (AN0) then this value is stored in the memory. The stored value which is equal to M is compared with the predetermined value of M1 which remains stored in the memory. M1 is a small value both

Fig.6. Current differential protection for three-terminal using optical fiber channel signaling

Fig.7. Block diagram of interface for the proposed differential relay

Fig.8. Program flowchart for proposed differential relay
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The implementation for the proposed Mho relay in Proteus software which consists of a typical three terminal transmission line, three current transformers (CTs), an operational amplifier adding circuit and the PIC 16F88 microcontroller is depicted in Fig. 9. The levels of current signals are stepped down to the electronic levels by using auxiliary current transformers (CTs). The hardware and software described in section III for the implementation of the proposed differential relay can easily be executed on PIC 16F88 microcontroller. The written C code and the resulted hex code of the program algorithm are given in appendix A and B respectively. The source voltage amplitude is considered 325 V in simulation studies and its frequency is 50 Hz. Simulation results have been done in a single phase system and it can easily be extended for three phase systems. The levels of current signals are stepped down to the electronic levels by using three CTs. The CT ratios are selected 10A/1A and its burden is 0.5 Ohm. A slave relay whose contacts are connected in series with the trip circuit of the circuit breaker is used to actuate the trip circuit after receiving the trip signal output from driver (ULN2003A) which is excited by microcontroller through an I/O port line (RB7) on occurrence of an internal fault.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the design and implementation for the protection of a typical three terminal transmission line using a novel microcontroller based differential relay was presented. Microprocessor based protective relays provide flexibility and are superior to conventional electromagnetic and static relays. As power systems grow both in size and complexity, it becomes common to use long and heavily two terminal lines as well as multi terminal and tapped lines. This in turn has created difficult problems for their protection such as distance relay underreach and overreach, effect of load current, high resistance faults and pilot wire limitations. Recent developments in digital differential protection have been aimed at overcoming these limitations. A novel PIC 16F88 microcontroller based transmission line differential protection was proposed in this paper. The operation of newly microcontroller based differential protection scheme was verified through simulation studies using Proteus software.

APPENDIX

A. Microcontroller C code

```c
#define MX_PIC
// Defines for microcontroller
#define P16F88
#define MX_EE
#define MX_EE_TYPE2
#define MX_EE_SIZE 256
#define MX_SPI
#define MX_SPI_B
```

Fig. 9. Implementation for the proposed differential relay in Proteus software

Fig. 10. Waveforms of AN0 and RB7 for an internal fault [trip signal (RB7) is on at 20 ms]

Fig. 11. Waveforms of AN0 and RB7 for an external fault (normal conditions) [trip signal (RB7) is off]
```c
#define MX_SPI_SDI 1
#define MX_SPI_SDO 2
#define MX_SPI_SCK 4
#define MX_UART
#define MX_UART_B
#define MX_UART_TX 5
#define MX_UART_RX 2
#define MX_I2C
#define MX_I2C_B
#define MX_I2C_SDA 1
#define MX_I2C_SCL 4
#define MX_PWM
#define MX_PWM_CNT 1
#define MX_PWM_TRIS1 trisb
#define MX_PWM_1 0
#define MX_PWM_TRIS1a trisb
#define MX_PWM_1a 3

//Functions
#define MX_CLK_SPEED 4000000
#ifdef _BOOSTC
#include <system.h>
#endif
#ifdef HI_TECH_C
#include <pic.h>
#endif
//Configuration data
#ifdef _BOOSTC
#pragma DATA 0x2007, 0x3f2a
#endif
#ifdef HI_TECH_C
__CONFIG(0x3f2a);
#endif
#ifdef _BOOSTC
#pragma DATA 0x2008, 0x3ffc
#endif
#ifdef HI_TECH_C
__CONFIG(0x3ffc);
#endif
//Internal functions
#include "E:\Program Files\Matrix Multimedia\Flowcode V4\FCD\internals.h"

//Macro function declarations

//Variable declarations
float FCV_IN1;

//Defines:
**** Macro Substitutions ****
0 = Which ADC Channel
40 = Acquisition time
3 = Conversion Speed
0 = VRefs+ Option
500 = VRef Voltage x 0.01V
******************************************************************************

//ADC0: //Macro function declarations
void FCD_ADC0_SampleADC();
char FCD_ADC0_ReadAsByte();
short FCD_ADC0_ReadAsInt();
float FCD_ADC0_ReadAsVoltage();
void FCD_ADC0_ReadAsString(char* FCR_RETVAL, char FCR_RETVAL_SIZE);

//ADC0: //Macro implementations
void FCD_ADC0_SampleADC()
{
  //******Supported
  Devices******************************************************************************
  ******
  ******
  // 16F88
  ******
  ******
  ******

  #define MX_ADC_CHANNEL 0
  #define MX_ADC_SAMP_TIME 40
  #define MX_ADC_CONV_SP 3
  #define MX_ADC_VREF_OPT 0

  //set up ADC conversion
  char old_tris, cnt;
  adcon1 = 0x00;

  //assign VREF functionality
  #if (MX_ADC_VREF_OPT == 1)
    st_bit(adcon1, VCFG1);
  #endif

  //find appropriate bit
  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 0)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisa
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x01
    ansel = 0x01;
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 1)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisa
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x02
    ansel = 0x02;
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 2)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisa
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x04
    ansel = 0x04;
    #if (MX_ADC_VREF_OPT != 0)
      #pragma error "Target device is currently using AN3 for VREF+
    #endif
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 3)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisa
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x08
    ansel = 0x08;
    #if (MX_ADC_VREF_OPT != 0)
      #pragma error "Target device is currently using AN3 for VREF+
    #endif
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 4)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisa
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x10
    ansel = 0x10;
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 5)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisb
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x20
    ansel = 0x20;
  #endif

  #if (MX_ADC_CHANNEL == 6)
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_REG trisb
    #define MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK 0x40
    ansel = 0x40;
  #endif

  //sanity check
  #ifndef MX_ADC_TRIS_REG
    #pragma error "ADC Type 2 conversion code error - please contact technical support"
  #endif

  //store old tris value, and set the i/o pin as an input
  old_tris = MX_ADC_TRIS_REG;
  MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK = 0;
}
```

#if (MX_ADC_CONV_SP > 3)
st_bit(adcon1, ADCS2);
#endif

// turn ADC on
adcon0 = (0x01 | (MX_ADC_CONV_SP << 6)) | (MX_ADC_CHANNEL << 3);

// wait the acquisition time
cnt = 0;
while (cnt < MX_ADC_SAMP_TIME) cnt++;

// begin conversion and wait until it has finished
adcon0 = adcon0 | 0x04;
while (adcon0 & 0x04);

// restore old tris value, and reset adc registers
MX_ADC_TRIS_REG = old_tris;
anseq = 0x00;
adcon0 = 0x00;

#undef MX_ADC_TRIS_REG
#undef MX_ADC_TRIS_MSK
#undef MX_ADC_SAMP_TIME
#undef MX_ADC_CONV_SP
#undef MX_ADC_VREF_OPT
#undef MX_ADC_CHANNEL

char FCD_ADC0_ReadAsByte()
{
  FCD_ADC0_SampleADC();
  return adresh;
}

short FCD_ADC0_ReadAsInt()
{
  short iRetVal;
  FCD_ADC0_SampleADC();
  iRetVal = (adresh << 2);
  iRetVal = iRetVal | (adresl >> 6);
  return (iRetVal);
}

float FCD_ADC0_ReadAsVoltage()
{
  int iSample;
  float fSample, fVoltage, fVperDiv;
  #define MX_ADC_VREF_V 500
  iSample = FCD_ADC0_ReadAsInt();
  // Read as 10-bit Integer

  #ifdef _BOOSTC
  fVoltage = float32_mul(fVoltage, 0.000976);
  // Convert actual voltage to voltage per division (VRef / 1024)
  fSample = float32_from_int32(iSample);
  // Convert to floating point variable
  fVperDiv = fSample * fVperDiv;
  // Calculate floating point voltage
  
  #endif

  #ifdef HI_TECH_C
  fVoltage = MX_ADC_VREF_V;
  // Convert reference voltage count to floating point (0 - 500 x 10mV)
  fVoltage = fVoltage * 0.01;
  // Convert reference voltage count to actual voltage (0 - 5)
  fVperDiv = fVoltage * 0.000976;
  // Convert actual voltage to voltage per division (VRef / 1024)
  fSample = iSample;
  // Convert to floating point variable
  fVoltage = fSample * fVperDiv;
  // Calculate floating point voltage
  
  #endif

  return (fVoltage);
}

void FCD_ADC0_ReadAsString(char* FCR_RETVAL, char FCR_RETVAL_SIZE)
{
  float fVoltage;
  fVoltage = FCD_ADC0_ReadAsVoltage();
  FCI_FLOAT_TO_STRING(fVoltage, 2, FCR_RETVAL, FCR_RETVAL_SIZE);
}

void main()
{
  // Initialisation
  anseq = 0;
  cmcon = 0x07;

  // Interrupt initialisation code
  option_reg = 0xC0;

  // Loop
  // Loop: While 1
  while (1)
  {
    // Call Component Macro
    in1=ADC(0)::ReadAsVoltage(FCV_IN1 = FCD_ADC0_ReadAsVoltage());
  }

  // Macro implementations

B. Microcontroller HEX code

```c
#Definition
#define FCV_IN1 1.0

void MX_INTERRUPT_MACRO(void)
{
    if (FCV_IN1 > 1.0)
    {
        //Decision: in1 > 1.0?
        //Decision
        else
        {
            //Output: 1
            //Output
            portb = (portb & 0x7f) |
            //Decision: in1 > 1.0?
            //Decision
        }
    }
}

mainendloop: goto
```
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